This year's public expenditure white paper setting out the plans for 1985-6 to 1987-8 shows just why the BMA's leaders got no change out of the health ministers when they saw them last week to protest about the limited list. That £100m saving it is said to achieve is important. Last year the increase for family practitioner services was £200m, but the white paper shows that for 1985-6 it will be only £100m. Although Mr Fowler presents them in the best possible light, there is no doubt that all the figures have to be looked at with more than usual caution since no account is taken ofthe massive bill which will follow settlement of the miners' strike or of the slump in the value ofthe pound and the rise in interest rates. But on the whole, Mr Fowler's health budget, this concession to Mr Nigel Lawson, Chancellor of the Exchequer, apart, has come out well enough. Spending next year is planned to increase by over £600m, rising from £15 778m to £16471m, and over the three year period it is planned to go up by about £2300m or 5½/2%.
more than once-that ministers are "committed to ensuring expenditure on drugs is more cost effective and that the sharply rising drugs bill is curbed."
Mr Fowler said that spending on hospital and community services would increase by some £500m next year and by some £1400m over the three year period. That allowed a lead of 1% over the rate forecast for inflation-it is currently put at around 4 90/%-and recognised the -increasing numbers of elderly people. He claimed-though doctors might well challenge him-that the extra resources being provided and the greater efficiency being secured would enable the hospital service not only to keep pace with demographic pressures but to make real improvements in services.
On the family practitioner services the white paper says that about £100m more will be spent in 1985-6, and by 1987-8 spending will have risen by £500m. Mr Fowler emphasised that the savings achieved on the drugs bill, partly through the limited list, partly through tighter control of drug company profits, would enable the family practitioner service to meet demand. The development ofthe service to achieve more cost effective care will be discussed in the long awaited green paper, which now seems unlikely to appear before the early summcr. The expectation of its appearance next month to coincide with the reviews of the social services system has been dashed: it seems that ministers read the draft (heavily based on the Binder Hamlyn report) and decided that it concentrated too heavily on manpower and finance and did not fit in with the kind of new look that they wanted. The document is being rewritten from scratch and will look at things very much from the patient's point of view-in other words, it will be controversial. So delay is not unwelcome since they have enough on their plate at the moment.
Mr Michael Meadowcroft, the Liberal party's health spokesman, took a very dim view of the white paper, claiming that it marked "a WILLIAM RUSSELL is political correspondent to the Glasgow Herald black day for the NHS." The government's irrational obsession with providing tax cuts that concentrated on helping those already privileged would mean that the sick, the elderly, the poor, and those who worked in the NHS would suffer, he said. He also claimed that the 1% increase envisaged in the hospital and community services totally failed to meet the increased needs of both a rising number of elderly people and the higher rate ofinflation that affected the NHS. 
